PUSH SAFETY TO THE FOREFRONT
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Day after day, world headlines remind us that
even in our most comfortable environments,
safety is not a guarantee. In recent years,
nearly every school and business has adopted
FYJ]YTWUZXMSTYNܪHFYNTSX^XYJRYMFYFQJWYX
people of unfolding situations. And while that
process is good, it’s not good enough..
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Our latest Business Impact Workshop brought us to Singlewire
8TKY\FWJ\MNHMIJ[JQTUXSTYNܪHFYNTSUWTLWFRXYMFYNSXYFSYQ^
reach not only cell phones, but also landline phones, desktops and
digital signage displays, maximizing the chance that every last
person in danger will be able to get out of harm’s way.
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Don’t Panic - Push
>TZѣWJUWTGFGQ^FQWJFI^KFRNQNFW\NYMUZXMSTYNܪHFYNTSXJ[JS
if you’ve (thankfully!) never been on the receiving end of an
emergency alert. They’re most frequently deployed by social
media apps letting you know that someone’s messaged you or
commented on a photo.

'JHFZXJUJTUQJXTTKYJSHMJHPYMJNWUMTSJXUZXMSTYNܪHFYNTSX
are a vital tool during times of crisis. They can be life-saving
forms of communication. However, Schekel pointed out, expert
studies have determined that in emergencies, pushes to cell
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“Today, many customers are coming to us looking for emergency
STYNܪHFYNTSXKTWHFXJXQNPJFSFHYN[JXMTTYJWXJ[JWJ\JFYMJWFSI
workplace violence,” Schekel said, adding that some industries
deal with near-daily frightening incidents. “In healthcare there is
an astonishing amount of violence against caregivers. They’re
assaulted at really high rates.”
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phones only effectively notify 80% of people. Why? Because
phones are often muted, tucked away in briefcases, in an area
with poor reception, left behind while a person is in the bathroom
-- as glued as we feel to our phones, we aren’t truly attached at
the hip.
Also critical is that countless people potentially at risk may not
GJ\NYMNS^TZWTWLFSN_FYNTSѣXSJY\TWP5ZXMSTYNܪHFYNTSXITSѣYLT
to every single person in a particular area; the cell phone owner
MFXYTXUJHNܪHFQQ^XZGXHWNGJYTYMJR9MFYRJFSX[NXNYTWXHQNJSYX
patients, passersby and so on will not receive the emergency
alert.
Closing that 20% gap is Singlewire’s most crucial mission. That’s
why the company has developed advance pushes that don’t just
deploy to cell phones. They also hit just about every possible
RJINFHMFSSJQ\NYMNSWFINZXVZNHPQ^ܪSINSLYMFYIJXPUMTSJXFSI
desktop computers are highly effective, and usually non-utilized,
tools.

Okay, but is this a real emergency?

-JWJѣXFSJ]FRUQJ.SFQFWLJTKܪHJGZNQINSL\NYMRZQYNUQJܫTTWX
FSIMZSIWJIXTKJRUQT^JJXFUZXMSTYNܪHFYNTSHQFNRXYMFY
YMJWJѣXFܪWJTSYMJܫTTW<NYMTZYFS^UM^XNHFQHZJXTWFZINGQJ
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Perhaps in part because we’re all so used to receiving push
STYNܪHFYNTSX8NSLQJ\NWJѣXYJFRWJFQN_JIYMFYRFS^UJTUQJITSѣY
take important messages seriously. That’s especially true when
they can’t physically see the problem.
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Expert studies have determined that in
emergencies, pushes to cell phones only effectively
notify 80% of people
XNLSXTKINXYWJXXRFS^JRUQT^JJXTSTYMJWܫTTWX\NQQFXXZRJ
that they’re not in any present danger: “Oh, something probably
overheated in a microwave”; “Whatever, the smoke alarms go off
FQQYMJYNRJѧ Ѧ.KNYѣXTSYMJܪKYMܫTTWNYѣXSTYLTNSLYTFKKJHYZXZU
here on the 14th.”
For another example, consider a sprawling college campus. Many
students are going to naturally assume that wherever the danger
is, they’re not near it: “I’m in my dorm room, this clearly doesn’t
apply to me”; “This stadium is huge -- it’s probably all the way on
the other side.”
These assumptions may or may not be true. The students must
continue receiving information to know whether they should get
moving or shelter in place.
In legitimately code-red situations, Singlewire makes it impossible
for people to ignore or discount word of a problem.
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<MJSUJTUQJLJYFYJ]YSTYNܪHFYNTS\MNQJYMJT[JWMJFIXUJFPJW
NXGQFWNSLYMJNWHTRUZYJWXFWJXZIIJSQ^ܫFXMNSLYMJUMTSJXFWJ
broadcasting, digital signage displays are scrolling text -- nobody
is going to ignore that. They’re going to respond accordingly.
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Get everyone acquainted with the system
9MJWJFWJUWFHYNHFQJ[JW^IF^ZXJXKTWYMJXJSTYNܪHFYNTSUWTLWFRX
that enhance school and workplace environments. When you
install digital signage, for example, it doesn’t need to sit dormant
until something terrible happens.
“We have schools that use the system to schedule their bells,”
Schekel said. “Another usage is showing shift changes, breaks,
safety warnings for manufacturing. In healthcare you see things
QNPJ\TWPKTWHJSTYNܪHFYNTSXѢ<JSJJIFSJ]YWFMFQKIT_JSSZWXJX
on Friday night.’ These are ways to make sure your message
HTSܪWRFYNTSNX\TWPNSLѧ

In an emergency situation, there is no such thing as overkill. Every
last method of communication should be utilized in order to
protect every last person. There’s no need to wait until something
happens to realize you could’ve been better prepared.
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Perhaps most importantly, leveraging the product in different
ways helps build trust. Employees, students and customers will
know that the communication systems work, and that in the event
TKFSJRJWLJSH^YMJ^\NQQRTXYHJWYFNSQ^GJSTYNܪJI
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Learn How Your Organization Can Take Advantage of a
Multi-Channel Alerts Platform with Industry Weapon
& Singlewire
Schedule a discovery call today!
Schedule Now
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